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Abstract: 

The Chinese currency renminbi and its potential to compete with other international currencies, 

such as the US dollar and the euro, is the subject of an intense and ongoing debate. This working 

paper investigates whether sanctions imposed as a reaction to the Ukraine war accelerated the 

process of renminbi internationalization. It tests whether international sanctions drive 

governments and private actors wary of dollar and euro dominance over the international 

financial system toward the renminbi as an alternative currency. To test the hypothesis and give 

a detailed overview of the current status of renminbi internationalization, this working paper 

compiles the functions international currencies fulfill for private and official actors. It then 

employs the interrupted time series regression method to trace the impact of Ukraine war 

sanctions on the renminbi. The results indicate that international sanctions overall did not lead 

to increased popularity of the renminbi. Instead, the renminbi is used less as a reserve currency 

and for investment purposes. As a means of payment, sanctions did not have a big impact, 

although renminbi currency swap lines and renminbi trade finance have seen an increase in 

popularity.  
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1. Introduction 

From the era of the planned economy to the time of reform and opening and the following 

decades, the renminbi (RMB), along with the transformation of the Chinese economy, has un-

doubtedly gained strength and popularity. The trend of the RMB increasingly circulating out-

side of China and advancing to become an international currency, coined the “internationaliza-

tion” of the RMB, pronounces itself in the increased usage of the currency in global trade, 

investment, and as a reserve currency. Since the Chinese government began actively supporting 

this development in 2008, this process found considerable attention in the realms of political 

science and economics as a switch from the current dollar-dominated financial system (“de-

dollarization”) to a multipolar system with two or more prevalent currencies would have im-

mense consequences for the global economy and international relations. 

The internationalization of the RMB is mostly viewed as a project actively driven forward by 

the Chinese government and meant to increase financial independence and influence on other 

countries (Chey et al. 2019, p. 2403). Internationalizing a currency brings further advantages, 

namely a better reputation for the country issuing the currency, reduced transaction costs, and 

the increased benefit of seigniorage (meaning the revenue generated through the difference 

between the cost of producing money and the value of the money produced) (Cohen 2019, p. 

51-52). However, requirements for a currency to become truly internationalized are high, and 

there are good reasons for the current dominance of the US dollar. It remains unclear whether 

China is willing to fully expose its economy to the risks linked to currency internationalization, 

i.e., appreciation of the RMB and less macroeconomic flexibility (Cohen 2015, p. 23-24). Thus, 

significant hurdles to RMB internationalization remain because the Chinese government re-

tains restrictions on its financial system. Research on the RMB focuses on what factors (exter-

nal and internal, economically and politically) accelerate or impede its internationalization. 

International financial sanctions imposed by countries issuing competing currencies are among 

the factors understood to drive RMB internationalization. The Ukraine war is perhaps the most 

striking example of the US, the EU, and other G7 countries using the dominant position of their 

currencies and financial infrastructure to isolate a country from much of the global financial 

system. It is unclear if these sanctions pave the way for the RMB to establish itself as an alter-

native or if countries and private entities stick to their trust in the US dollar and euro, British 

pound and Japanese yen.  
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This paper investigates the question of what effect sanctions imposed during the Ukraine war 

had on the internationalization of the RMB. The purpose of this paper is thus twofold. First, it 

seeks to test the hypothesis that financial sanctions imposed by Western countries drive RMB 

internationalization forward. Second, it aims to provide a comprehensive overview of the cur-

rent state of RMB internationalization, incorporating all available indicators and data. 

Chapter 2 will present the existing literature on this topic. The third chapter will outline criteria 

and relevant instruments for RMB internationalization based on the theoretical literature re-

garding the functions of international currencies and international currency competition. The 

chapter subsequently illustrates how sanctions impair Russia’s ability to use the US dollar, 

other international currencies, and financial infrastructure and makes the case for the hypothe-

sis that these sanctions lead to an acceleration of RMB internationalization. Chapter 4 then 

presents data sources and the method of interrupted time series analysis which is used for test-

ing the hypothesis. Following the presentation of results in the fifth chapter, the final chapter 

concludes that the Ukraine war sanctions did not result in increased global usage of the RMB. 

On the contrary, the RMB is being used less in investment and as a reserve currency and could 

only barely increase its global standing as a means of payment. Hence, the RMB still lacks far 

behind the US dollar, the euro, and even the British pound and Japanese yen. 

2. Internationalization of the RMB 

In the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, the decision of the Chinese government to take first 

steps toward allowing cross-border use of the RMB found international recognition (Yu 2015, 

p. 71). Even though scholars were ready to point out the limitations of the RMB and the Chinese 

financial system, the weakness of the US dollar after the 2008 financial crisis and the euro after 

the European debt crisis caused many to be optimistic about RMB internationalization. This 

led to predictions of the US dollar losing its position as the ‘reigning currency’ and becoming 

a less important currency within a tripolar financial system with the euro and the RMB being 

equally relevant (European Central Bank 2012, p. 11; World Bank 2011, p. 125-126; Kirshner 

2014, p. 16). Despite these optimistic outlooks, the pace of RMB internationalization was 

slower than most scholars predicted. While the Western world was recovering from the finan-

cial crisis, a capital market crisis struck the Chinese financial system in 2015. This event 

prompted scholars to refocus on the challenges of establishing an international currency, par-

ticularly within a restricted Chinese economy (Subacchi 2017; Prasad 2017; Li, Zhang 2017). 

Also in 2015, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) nevertheless announced the inclusion of 

the RMB in the basket of international currencies determining the value of its Special Drawing 
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Rights – the international reserve assets of the IMF. This decision was interpreted as an ac-

knowledgment of the RMB's increasing international status as a reserve currency (Wei 2020, 

p. 476-478). Furthermore, the Chinese government continuously introduced pilot projects, in-

itiatives, and financial infrastructure aimed at promoting the international use of the RMB, 

leading to an ongoing debate on the success and failure of these initiatives and the economic 

and political conditions necessary for RMB internationalization. 

Scholars focusing on the political factors underlying cross-border use of the RMB see an in-

creasing need for China to push RMB internationalization and also for other countries and 

private actors to increasingly use the RMB. For example, Helleiner and Kirshner (2014), as 

well as Liao and McDowell (2016), argue that RMB internationalization is a matter of interna-

tional orders, finding that political and ideological closeness to China and distance to the US 

leads to increased usage of the RMB as a reserve currency. With increasing global polarization 

between the US and China and China widening its sphere of influence through programs like 

the Belt and Road Initiative (Cai 2022, p. 3421-3422) or increased cooperation with the 

ASEAN states (Chao 2016, p. 411-412), certain countries and private entities increasingly find 

the RMB attractive. Similarly, Wei (2017) argues that currencies on the route to international-

ization, first and foremost, require a political foundation, i.e., a network of monetary partners 

and a system of international institutions providing “non-market” protection.  

Economists have a more skeptical outlook on the internationalization of the RMB, stressing 

factors like the size of the trading network, the liquidity in financial markets, or the confidence 

official and private entities have in the currency’s value (Wei 2017, p. 116). Criticizing that 

other studies neglect such factors, Hasegawa (2018) acknowledges the importance of politics 

but postulates that if China refrains from introducing substantial economic reforms, the RMB 

could only become a regionally dominant currency if Chinese economic growth persists while 

the US faces economic distress. The majority of economists writing on RMB internationaliza-

tion are even less optimistic, arguing that no matter the political and economic circumstances, 

RMB internationalization is seriously hampered by the restrictions on the Chinese economy. 

In her book on RMB internationalization, Subacchi (2017) argues that while the RMB has 

certainly progressed toward internationalization, further progress is limited due to the remain-

ing need for the Chinese government and the People’s Bank of China to ensure financial sta-

bility and economic growth by restricting investment, centrally setting (low) interest rates, and 

managing the exchange rate of the RMB. Prasad (2017, p. 130-138) also asserts that Chinese 
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capital markets lack the depth and liquidity for the RMB to become a globally attractive cur-

rency. Eichengreen and Lombardi (2017, p. 49) further cite path dependence, the deep financial 

and commercial embeddedness of the US economy, and the geopolitical and military weight 

of the US as reasons for continuous dollar dominance. As Winecoff (2014, p. 109-112) notes, 

neither the creation of the euro nor the economic rise of the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, 

China, South Africa) countries nor the 2008 subprime crisis turned out to seriously challenge 

the prominence of the dollar. In the previous century, the British pound even remained the first-

ranking currency long after Britain seized to be the leading economic power of the world (Chiţu 

et al. 2014, p. 225-226).  

However, economists and political scientists both attribute a role to financial sanctions. Coun-

tries hit by financial sanctions need to look for alternatives to reduce economic harm to their 

economies. Other countries might even look for these alternatives as a precautionary measure. 

Thus, financial sanctions imposed by the US and other Western countries are widely seen as 

drivers of RMB internationalization (McDowell 2021; Roberts et al. 2017, p. 63). However, in 

making these arguments, previous works have only presented anecdotal evidence. The case of 

Russia was noted by Arnold (2023, p. 155) and Glenn (2023, p. 109), who recognize the use 

of a RMB currency swap agreement to circumvent the US dollar after sanctions were imposed 

as a response to the annexation of Crimea. Furthermore, Kamel and Wang (2019, p. 1135-

1137) mention the case of Iran, which accepted RMB for a portion of its crude oil exports after 

Western countries tightened sanctions in 2012 and Venezuela using the RMB indirectly 

through oil-backed loans in 2010. Ramaswamy (2022, p. 24) describes sanctions on Russia as 

a “wake-up call” for other emerging market economies and continues to outline safeguards that 

other countries might take to protect themselves against Western sanctions. Cipriani et al 

(2023) observe the creation of multiple financial messaging systems which might undercut the 

effectiveness of excluding countries from the so far dominant Society for Worldwide Interbank 

Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT). 

This paper further concretizes research about the impact of sanctions on RMB internationali-

zation by examining how global RMB usage changed with the beginning of the Ukraine war. 

To this end, it tests whether a connection between sanctions and the increasing dominance of 

the RMB is traceable on a global level.  
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3. The theory of currency internationalization 

3.1 Internationalization across monetary functions 

An international currency is a currency used outside of the country that issued it (Liu et al. 

2019, p. 77). International currencies offer significant advantages, enabling trade without cur-

rency exchange and reducing the impact of fluctuating exchange rates on supply chains. More-

over, international currencies allow for more comparability of prices and debt returns and sup-

port the creation of deep and liquid financial markets (Eichengreen et al. 2018, p. 3-5). Typi-

cally, international currencies are conceptualized in terms of their function. Whether used do-

mestically or internationally, money serves three essential purposes: medium of exchange, unit 

of account, and store of value (Cohen 1971, p. 3-4). However, economists identify additional 

dimensions of international currency usage. Cohen (2015, p. 94-95) highlights the importance 

of differentiating between the private and official dimensions, each consisting of three sub-

dimensions. International currency as a medium of exchange is used by private actors to settle 

international transactions and by official entities to bring about changes in currency value by 

intervening in the foreign exchange market. As a unit of account, international currencies are 

used for denominating international transactions (trade invoicing and other financial transac-

tions) on the private level while being used as an anchor to which governments can peg their 

currencies on the official level. Currencies are used as a store of value when private actors 

utilize them for investment purposes. For actors on the official level, international currencies 

serve as reserve currencies (see Table 1). 
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3.2 Economic and political factors affecting currency internationalization 

In the pursuit of internationalization, a currency must compete with other currencies. Conse-

quently, the currency and its issuing country must possess specific political and economic at-

tributes to enhance the currency's attractiveness on the international stage. Economically, it is 

essential for users to have confidence in the currency's future value (Helleiner 2008, p. 357). 

Furthermore, the issuing country needs sufficient economic strength to be embedded in the 

global economy and preside over a large transactional network through which the currency can 

flow (Chinn/Frankel 2008, p. 8). Lastly, the issuing country should possess a well-developed 

financial market open to foreign participation, ensuring holders of the currency access to abun-

dant, stable, and diverse investment opportunities. Therefore, the financial market of the issu-

ing country needs depth (the ability to process large orders without large changes in asset 

prices), breadth (a sufficiently high number of transactions ensuring that buy and sell orders 

can be processed smoothly), and resilience (the ability to recover quickly from unusually high 

orders) (Cohen 2015, p. 11). In her classification of currency functions, Susan Strange (1971) 

considers political factors that influence currency power and identifies four distinct roles oc-

cupied by international currencies. She uses the terms “master currencies” which are dominant 

due to the political dominance of a nation (e.g., colonial powers), “negotiated currencies” 

which gain traction because issuing countries give benefits to the users of their currencies (e.g., 

military protection), “top currencies” which are used because the issuing country dominates 

the financial system, and “neutral currencies” which are attractive simply due to the economic 

utility they offer (Strange 1971, p. 217). A single currency can simultaneously fulfill multiple 

roles. 

3.3 Important instruments for RMB internationalization 

Economists concerned with the internationalization of the RMB note that the structure of the 

Chinese economy, mainly the remaining financial repression and insufficient capital openness, 

pose significant challenges to making the RMB attractive. In contrast to competing currencies, 

the lack of secure and stable investment opportunities disincentivizes official and private actors 

from using the currency. To compensate for these characteristics of the Chinese financial sys-

tem, which are meant to protect the Chinese economy from instability and crisis brought about 

by sudden capital flows, the Chinese government introduced a range of instruments and finan-

cial infrastructure aimed at increasing liquidity and promoting the attractiveness of its currency 

in a controlled fashion: 
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a) Central bank currency swap lines 

 

Central bank currency swap lines are agreements allowing the exchange of currencies between 

two central banks. These agreements enable a central bank to obtain liquidity of a foreign cur-

rency from another central bank by swapping the currency it issues itself. The obtained money 

in foreign currency can then be lent to domestic banks (Destais 2016, p. 2253). Swap lines are 

an essential instrument for internationalizing a currency, not only because they enable the ex-

change of currencies at a large scale but also because they serve as a tool to de-risk transactions 

related to the foreign currency. If a domestic bank struggles with dried-up funding of a foreign 

currency and is thus threatened to default on its obligations, the central bank can step in as a 

lender of last resort and provide liquidity through the currency swap line (Eichengreen et al. 

2018, 184-185). This increases the ability and willingness of banks and private entities to en-

gage in transactions using the foreign currency and – in the case of China – boosts trade (Hao 

et al. 2020). In addition to such bilateral currency swap lines, multilateral exchange agreements 

are also possible. In the case of China, the Chiang-Mai Initiative Multilateralization (originally 

called Chiang-Mai Initiative) is such a multilateral swap line, essential to the integration of the 

RMB in the ASEAN region (Falianty 2019, p. 12).  

b) Interbank communication, clearing, and settlement 

An essential part of financial infrastructure is the payment system through which transactions 

within but, more importantly, across borders are cleared and settled. Financial institutions need 

to clear transactions and settle payments while messaging systems facilitate communication 

among banks and between banks and other financial institutions such as clearing houses. In the 

case of the RMB, a network of offshore RMB clearing banks spread around the world simpli-

fies the clearing and settlement of RMB-denominated transactions. These clearing banks serve 

as intermediaries, allowing local banks to process RMB-denominated transactions directly with 

them instead of Chinese correspondent banks that do not share the same language, time zone, 

or legal framework (Prasad 2017, p. 111-112). Furthermore, RMB clearing banks facilitate 

access to the RMB by offering RMB loans and holding RMB deposits (Zucker-Marques, da 

Silva 2022, p. 53-54). To allow for cross-border settlement and clearing of RMB payments, the 

Chinese government established the offshore RMB real-time gross settlement (RTGS) system, 
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which enables cross-border payments by processing requests of banks situated outside of main-

land China (Subacchi 2017, p. 124-125). Because the offshore RMB RTGS system is situated 

in Hong Kong, which led to problems with availability across time zones and the use of Roman 

characters, the People’s Bank of China developed a substitute called the Cross-Border Inter-

bank Payment System (CIPS) to provide around-the-clock clearing and settlement services for 

cross-border payments in RMB (Prasad 2017, p. 114). The establishment of CIPS is relevant 

because it is not only a settlement and clearing system but also a messaging system for inter-

bank communication analogous to the network of the Society for Worldwide Interbank Finan-

cial Telecommunication (SWIFT) and could thus serve as a mechanism for China and other 

countries to circumvent sanctions involving SWIFT (Cipriani et al. 2023, p. 49).  

c) Capital Markets and Investment 

As mentioned above, open capital markets are essential for the internationalization of a cur-

rency. Even though an expansion of RMB investment opportunities creates an incentive to hold 

RMB (Chey 2013, p. 349), the Chinese government is wary of international volatility and spec-

ulation destabilizing the Chinese financial markets and pursues a “balance between develop-

ment and security” (PBOC 2021, p. 4) by only gradually opening its capital account. The first 

steps in this direction included the introduction of RMB-denominated bonds. At first, the only 

offshore marketplace for RMB-denominated bonds (“dim sum bonds”) was in Hong Kong, but 

other financial centers (most prominently London and Taipei) were added subsequently (Fung 

et al. 2013, p. 7). Moreover, foreign entities increasingly have the opportunity to issue so-called 

RMB-denominated “panda bonds” directly in the Chinese on-shore bond market (Zhang 2022, 

p. 191-192). To encourage further investment of RMB in stocks and different kinds of funds, 

Beijing introduced several schemes and programs, such as the qualified foreign institutional 

investment scheme (QFII) for buying and selling certain RMB-denominated shares or the 

renminbi-foreign direct investment program (R-FDI) for foreign direct investment with RMB 

in mainland China (Subacchi 2017, p. 130-131). 

3.4 The effect of sanctions 

The plethora of factors determining the competitiveness of a currency (see Chapter 3.2) reveal 

that sanctions can potentially shift the playing field in the competition of international curren-

cies. As demonstrated by the case of Russia after the Ukraine war (see Chapter 4), international 

financial sanctions imposed by the US and allies can lead to countries and private actors being 

unable to access essential financial markets and financial infrastructure, thus incentivizing 
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them to hold and use alternative currencies that offer more opportunities for investment and 

payment. A similar effect can be hypothesized for the effect of trade sanctions which exclude 

countries from trading networks and might lead them to join other networks with other domi-

nant currencies (McDowell 2023, p. 26-31). Finally, as other countries and private entities be-

come aware of the economic risks associated with using the dollar and euro, these currencies 

might lose a significant portion of their economic appeal (Ramaswamy 2022, p. 24). To use 

the typology of Susan Strange (1971), sanctions can lead to international currencies like the 

euro and the dollar losing their prominence as top currencies, because other alternative finan-

cial infrastructures and markets gain traction. Additionally, they might lose their appeal as neu-

tral currencies, with official and private entities increasingly viewing them as economically 

risky. 

According to scholars like McDowell (2021) and Roberts et al. (2017, p. 63), current trends of 

“de-dollarization” can already be traced back to the US (over)using sanctions due to its superior 

position in the financial world. Because of the increasing willingness of the US and its allies to 

exclude countries, companies, or people from (parts of) the global financial system for political 

reasons, entities that are hit, threatened to be hit or feel threatened actively push for de-dollar-

ization and an alternative to current US primacy in the financial system (Drezner 2015, p. 761). 

Due to this development, not only countries directly affected by sanctions, but also countries 

that have political differences with the US might refuse to use the dollar across the three mon-

etary functions (means of exchange, unit of account, store of value) when possible or at least 

when economically convenient (McDowell 2023, p. 14-16).  

3.5 The Ukraine war as a potential turning point  

Whereas the annexation of Crimea by Russia in 2014 had already prompted financial sanctions 

on Russia by the EU and G7 countries, the full-scale invasion of Ukraine in 2022 led to “an 

unprecedented array of financial and economic sanctions” (Arnold 2023, p. 154) aimed at cut-

ting Russia off the financial system and ultimately preventing it from financing its war. Simul-

taneously, the EU, the US, and other countries also sanctioned Russian ally Belarus. An over-

view created by the Peterson Institute for International Economics (2023) shows that the sanc-

tions affected Russia’s use of the dollar alongside the other international currencies euro, pound 

sterling, and yen as a medium of payment and store of value. Sanctions were accompanied with 

the threat of secondary sanctions against states deemed to be willing to support Russia. Ac-
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cording to scholars like Ramaswamy (2022, p. 24), this changes not only the behavior of coun-

tries directly affected by the sanctions but also serves as a wake-up call for other countries that 

might begin to alter their usage of international currencies to increase their financial security. 

Sanctions on Russia exposed vulnerabilities across the three monetary functions:   

a) Medium of exchange 

Banning several Russian banks from the SWIFT system meant that international transactions 

with Russian banks became impossible or at least much harder. Furthermore, sanctions hit trade 

with Russia and thus indirectly affected the usage of the US dollar and other international cur-

rencies as a medium of exchange. Dollar transactions with Russian banks, for example, to pay 

back dollar-denominated debt, were halted in multiple cases or forbidden outright. Besides 

these sanctions affecting the use of international currencies as a medium of exchange on the 

private level, the European Commission and the G7 countries also announced that it would 

impose measures (e.g., asset freezes) preventing the Russian Central Bank from deploying in-

ternational reserves to intervene in the foreign exchange market and stabilize the ruble (Euro-

pean Commission 2022; US Department of the Treasury 2022).  

b) Unit of account 

Imposing sanctions to directly prevent Russia from using the dollar as a unit of account is not 

feasible. However, the price of goods and services is often denominated in the currency that is 

then also used for trading them (Doepke, Schneider 2017, p. 1537-1538). Thus, the strict limi-

tations on using the dollar and euro as a medium of exchange possibly influence their usage as 

a unit of account on the private level. On the official level, using an international currency, 

such as the dollar, as an anchor to peg a currency to is a domestic decision that international 

sanctions cannot affect. However, Russia did not peg the ruble to the dollar but resorted to 

other measures to stabilize the value of its currency after invading Ukraine.  

c) Store of Value 

Russian private entities were barred from using the dollar as a store of value through a range 

of sanctions. For instance, the EU disallowed selling securities to Russian nationals, people 

residing in Russia, or entities established in Russia. Additionally, it heavily restricted invest-

ment and credit-related transactions with numerous Russian banks and prohibited financial in-

stitutions from accepting deposits exceeding EUR 100,000 from Russian nationals or entities. 

Moreover, the EU and G7 countries froze assets of the Russian Central Bank valued at 300 

billion dollars and prohibited transactions related to the management of currency reserves. 
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These measures strongly limited the ability of Russia to use the dollar (as well as the euro and 

other international currencies) as a store of value on the private level and effectively stopped 

the use of the currency as a store of value on the official level.  

4. Tracking RMB internationalization after the beginning of the Ukraine war 

4.1 Indicators of RMB internationalization 

This paper aims to investigate the effect of sanctions imposed in the wake of the Ukraine war 

on the internationalization of the RMB. To achieve this goal, relevant indicators related to 

RMB internationalization need to be compiled and progress should be monitored over time. 

However, Kotarski and Tan (2020) point out that there is a scarcity of literature on currency 

power measurement and rely on only three indicators to measure currency internationalization: 

the share of the currency in the world’s foreign exchange reserves, the share of the currency in 

the world’s private foreign exchange transactions, and the share of the currency in the world’s 

cross-border banking claims. Their currency internationalization index is based on Norloff 

(2014, p. 1048), who only considers official reserves and private foreign exchange transactions. 

In his book on the internationalization of the RMB, Prasad (2014, p. 255-262) compiles data 

on the progress of internationalization but does not distinguish between factors relevant to Chi-

nese monetary capability (e.g., share of global GDP, share in world trade, investment position) 

and indicators illustrating RMB internationalization (e.g., global foreign exchange market turn-

over, offshore RMB clearing arrangements, central bank swap arrangements). Similarly, PBOC 

reports on RMB internationalization contain a wide range of indicators that influence but do 

not directly depict RMB internationalization. Furthermore, the PBOC publishes its indicators 

in absolute terms and refrains from comparing the performance of the RMB to competing cur-

rencies (see, for example, PBOC 2022). 

Because the literature does not provide a complete compilation of relevant indicators, this paper 

develops them based on the theoretical literature on international currencies and their functions. 

If a currency finds increased international use across its monetary functions (see Table 1), it 

becomes more internationalized. In adopting this assumption, the development of the RMB 

across the monetary functions will be traced as closely as the available data allows. Moreover, 

the paper will take into account the unique characteristics of the Chinese economy and its cur-

rency. It will investigate whether the instruments associated with the internationalization of the 

RMB, such as currency swap lines, Chinese clearing and settlement services, and RMB-de-

nominated bonds and other assets, are experiencing a growing utilization over time. 
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4.2 Data sources  

To illustrate RMB internationalization, this paper compiles data on RMB usage across mone-

tary functions (see Table 2). However, as Cohen 2015 (p. 143) points out, quantitative data on 

some currency functions are unavailable. These functions include foreign exchange market 

interventions on which governments do not publish data and currency pegs (except for hard 

pegs, which indicate a complete alignment of exchange rates but are irrelevant in the case of 

the RMB). Furthermore, data collection is restrained by the focus on the Ukraine war which 

requires that data be collected in short timeframes (yearly, quarterly, or monthly) and published 

for the year 2022 and ideally also 2023. Apart from data on foreign exchange trading, which 

the Bank for International Settlements compiles only triennially, and on trade invoicing, where 

data is only available till 2019 (Boz et al. 2022), this is the case for all the data on international 

RMB usage. This means that the internationalization of the RMB can be effectively tracked 

across two of the three monetary functions. In addition to data on RMB usage, it is also neces-

sary to compile data on global indicators, so that RMB usage can be examined in relative terms. 

Illustrating the development in both absolute and relative terms allows for a comparison be-

tween the RMB and competing currencies. For example, comparing the value of RMB-denom-

inated bonds held outside of China to the size of the global bond market ensures that changes 

stemming from global economic ramifications of the Ukraine war (such as a shrinking of the 

global bond market) are not misconstrued as a step backward for RMB internationalization. To 

gain insights into the popularity of instruments introduced to foster RMB internationalization, 

data on the Chinese payment systems CIPS and RTGS, and central bank currency swap lines 

are also examined.  
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4.3 Method 

To capture the impact of the Ukraine war on RMB internationalization, this paper applies the 

interrupted time series regression method, which is often used for examining the impact of 

policy interventions. In an interrupted time series design, a time series (i.e., a continuous se-

quence of observations across time) is interrupted at the time of the intervention. The previous 

data points are used to predict the expected continuing of the trend if the intervention would 

not occur (counterfactual). The counterfactual is then compared to the actual development after 

the interruption (Bernal et al. 2017, p. 349). Interrupted time series analysis statistically cap-

tures the effect of an intervention by creating a dummy variable 𝑋 that takes the value 0 before 

the intervention and increments by 1 for every timepoint after the intervention. With this 
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dummy variable, one can use the regression formula 𝑌𝑡 =  𝛽0 +  𝛽1𝑇 +  𝛽2𝑋𝑡, with 𝑌 repre-

senting the dependent variable, 𝛽0 representing the baseline level at the beginning of the time 

series, 𝑇 representing the time, and 𝑋 being the dummy variable. A statistically significant 

result indicates a positive or negative effect of the intervention on the dependent variable. Thus, 

the result tends to be significant if the prediction (counterfactual) is inaccurate.  

One of the advantages of interrupted time series analysis is the simplicity of visual analysis. 

The effect of the Ukraine war is depicted by plotting the dependent variable and creating a 

trendline for the counterfactual. This trendline (grey) is the result of regressing the dependent 

variable against the time (𝑌𝑡 =  𝛽0 +  𝛽1𝑇). To demonstrate the accuracy of the prediction, a 

95% confidence interval (light grey) is applied. The actual development can be illustrated by 

creating another trendline (blue) based on a regression with the dummy variable 𝑋 as the only 

independent variable (𝑌𝑡 =  𝛽0 +  𝛽1𝑋𝑡 ). A strong disparity between the grey trendline dis-

playing the counterfactual and the blue trendline illustrating the trend after the interruption 

indicates a significant result.  

5. Results 

The results show a clear impact of the Ukraine war across most of the indicators. However, 

they do not indicate that – as hypothesized – the Ukraine war drove the internationalization of 

the RMB forward. This can be observed for a few indicators, while the opposite holds true for 

others. 

5.1 RMB as an international medium of exchange 

On the private level, international currencies serving as a medium of exchange are used in the 

foreign exchange market, for settling trade transactions, as well as in trade finance. As men-

tioned in the previous chapter, data on the foreign exchange market is only collected triennially 

and, therefore, cannot be included in the analysis because the impact of the Ukraine war is not 

traceable. Looking at the role of the RMB in global payments made through the SWIFT system, 

the beginning of the Ukraine war did not result in increased international relevance of the Chi-

nese currency. Instead, the development has been stagnant with the share of the RMB as a 

payment currency fluctuating around the two percent mark except for a big jump right before 

the beginning of the Ukraine war.  
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Figure 1: RMB share of global payments

 

Even though the RMB continues to only play a minor role in global payments, Chinese finan-

cial infrastructures seem to slowly gain traction internationally, with both the CIPS and the 

offshore RMB RTGS system being used increasingly, though still at a low level. In the fourth 

quarter of 2022, the CIPS processed an average of 22,500 transactions daily, while the RMB 

RTGS system marked a daily average of 31,000 transactions. In comparison, the SWIFT sys-

tem averaged roughly 45 million daily messages in the last quarter of 2022. The increasing 

volume of payments made through the infrastructure provided by China seems to be a long-

term development, with the Ukraine war not leading to an easily recognizable acceleration or 

downturn in both cases.  

Figure 2: Payments made through CIPS (figures in trillion RMB)
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Figure 3: Payments made through the offshore RMB RTGS system (figures in trillion RMB)

 

An examination of the role of the RMB in trade finance reveals a clear shift after the onset of 

the Ukraine war. The term trade finance describes financial transactions aimed at facilitating 

and de-risking international trade transactions. Trade finance thus consists of insurance against 

the scenario that either importer or exporter cannot fulfill the obligation and short-term loans 

that banks or other providers offer as collateral (Ahn et al. 2011, p. 298). An increasing role of 

the RMB in international trade finance signifies that more private actors have turned to the 

RMB to insure trade transactions after the onset of the Ukraine war. However, as of June 2023, 

the RMB still only occupies the third rank with a share of 4.9% in the trade finance market, 

following the euro (6.22 %) and the US dollar (83.92 %). The increase in RMB usage in trade 

finance could, but does not necessarily imply that the RMB is becoming more important to 

trade settlement overall (Boz et al. 2022, p. 4). 

Figure 4: RMB share in trade finance market
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Although data on the use of currencies as a means of intervention is scarce, usage of central 

bank currency swap lines can be perceived as an indicator of the RMB’s relevance in this area. 

Currency swap lines do not classify as instruments to intervene in the foreign exchange market 

in order to bring about an appreciation or depreciation of a currency. However, they are instru-

ments for central banks to intervene in the domestic economy and stabilize the domestic finan-

cial sector by engaging in swap transactions with other central banks (see Chapter 3.3). In this 

function, the RMB and the PBOC seemed to gain importance, especially after the beginning of 

the Ukraine war, as the volume of transactions through central bank currency swap lines in-

creased from 615 billion RMB in the last quarter of 2021 to over a trillion RMB in the first 

quarter of 2023.  

Figure 5: RMB swapped through central bank currency swap lines (figures in billion RMB)

 

The results of the regression analysis confirm the visual observations. The beginning of the 

Ukraine war did not produce significant results for the use of RMB in global payments and the 

use of the CIPS and the RMB RTGS system, which implies that the Ukraine war did not have 

a big effect on RMB use across these indicators. However, the results for RMB use in trade 

finance and currency swap lines are significant, indicating that the Ukraine war led to increased 

popularity of the RMB in these aspects.  
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5.2 RMB as an international store of value 

Contrary to the hypothesized effect, the attractiveness of the RMB as an international store of 

value decreased with the onset of the Ukraine war. This effect can be observed across bonds 

and equities and on the share of RMB in global currency reserves. The effect on RMB-denom-

inated bonds held by entities outside of China is most obvious. Since the outbreak of the 

Ukraine war, the volume of these bonds (Dim-Sum Bonds, Panda Bonds) notably decreased 

after a long period of increasing popularity, starting a negative trend that has not yet been re-

versed. The change remains when viewing the volume of RMB-denominated bonds held by 

foreign entities in relative terms, compared to the volume of bonds held globally.  

Figure 6: Volume of RMB-denominated bonds held by entities outside China (figures in billion RMB) 

 

Figure 7: RMB-denominated bonds held by entities outside China compared to bonds held globally
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The value of RMB-denominated equities held outside of China also decreased after the begin-

ning of the Ukraine war. The downturn is, however, not as apparent as in the case of RMB-

denominated bonds, as the international attractiveness of RMB-denominated equities seems to 

be more volatile. The regression analysis produces a significant result that supports the assump-

tion that the Ukraine war had an impact on the volume of RMB-denominated equities held 

outside of China. Nevertheless, the plots show that the increasing trend stopped before the 

Ukraine war started. This is especially obvious when comparing the value of RMB-denomi-

nated equities held outside China to the market capitalization of stock markets that are members 

of the World Federation of Exchanges.  

Figure 8: Value of RMB-denominated equities held by entities outside China (figures in billion RMB)

 

Figure 9: RMB Equities held by entities outside China compared to global market capitalization
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Loans and Deposits denominated in RMB and held by entities outside of China continued in-

creasing in popularity, though also at a very low level. In relative terms, that led to an increase 

as the global volume of loans and deposits declined after the onset of the Ukraine war.  

Figure 10: Volume of loans and deposits in RMB held by entities outside China (in billion RMB)

 

Figure 11: Loans and deposits in RMB held by entities outside China compared to global volume
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On the official level, the RMB could also not profit from the Ukraine war. The share of global 

currency reserves in RMB remained under 3 % behind the dollar, euro, yen, and pound sterling. 

It slightly decreased after the beginning of the Ukraine war, reversing a long trend of increasing 

RMB relevance.  

Figure 12: Volume of currency reserves in RMB (in billion RMB)

Figure 13: Share of Currency Reserves in RMB 

 

The regression results for the RMB as an international store of value again support the results 

of the visual analysis. The Ukraine war had a clear impact across almost all of the indicators. 

Contrary to the hypothesis, this impact is almost always negative. This is especially clear for 

the popularity of RMB-denominated bonds and RMB currency reserves. Only RMB debt and 

deposits showed an increase in popularity in relative but not in absolute terms. 
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6. Conclusion 

This paper deals with the question of which effect Ukraine war sanctions had on the in-

ternationalization of the RMB. It adopts the interrupted time series regression approach 

to capture the effect of Ukraine war sanctions on international RMB usage across the 

monetary functions, thus also illustrating the current state of RMB internationalization. 

Contrary to the hypothesis that international financial sanctions lead to the RMB increas-

ingly finding popularity as an alternative to currencies like the dollar or euro, the results 

show that international RMB usage did not increase with the onset of the Ukraine war. 

This is the case for the RMB as a means of payment (with the notable exception of trade 

finance and central bank currency swap lines) where the Ukraine war barely affected in-

ternational usage of the currency. Looking at the RMB as an international store of value, 

the Ukraine war sanctions impacted RMB internationalization negatively, leading to a 

decrease in RMB usage in investment and as a reserve currency. These results demon-

strate that international sanctions imposed on Russia and Belarus did not lead to an in-

crease in international RMB usage – at least in the short term. Thus, the RMB remains 

far from seriously challenging the dominance of the dollar and even lacks behind the euro, 

pound sterling, and yen in many aspects.  

The analysis illustrates that the theoretical literature on the effect of international sanc-

tions on the competition of currencies lacks specificity. The results demonstrate that sanc-

tions had an impact on international RMB usage. However, as currencies fulfill multiple 

functions, international sanctions do not only have one single effect. On the contrary, they 

can render a currency more popular in certain respects while hampering its popularity in 

others. Further research should focus on why this is the case, examining how sanctions 

led to a decrease of trust in the RMB as a store of value but resulted in the increased 

relevance of RMB currency swap lines and RMB in trade finance. Further research should 

also shed light on the country-specific impact of sanctions. This paper demonstrated the 

effects of sanctions on the global level without investigating how the behavior of certain 

countries or private actors changed. It, therefore, does not rule out a heavy increase in 

RMB usage across certain countries, such as Russia, as a reaction to the sanctions. Hence, 

tracing the demonstrated changes back to the countries and actors and observing which 
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specific sanctions led to what behavioral changes is critical to creating a better under-

standing of the impact of sanctions on the competition of international currencies.  
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